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The US Crime Family Runs It's Extortion Racket on the World 

The unbelievable hypocrisy for the head of NATO to announce a new agency to insure 
the safety of undersea cables and pipelines, when there is no network coverage of the 
Seymour Hersh expose of the US bombing of NS2, reminds us that you never ask a 
question you don't want the answer to. Topping-off the lunacy, NATO references dual 
wars: an Article 5 conflict, and 'out-of-area' conflict. China is now in the North Atlantic.   

Not much is worse than being on the road, looking for somewhere safe to pull over 
to sleep, while listening to FBI operatives being questioned by the new majority in the 
House. Sometimes I forget how slick the propaganda machine is but I'm quickly re-
minded when Debbie Wasserman Schultz, gets her 5 minutes that she uses as an 
'Aikido master of evil', to deflect away from the facts—so as to absolve FBI criminality.

Sadly, with FBI meddling, Biden was anointed, though polls indicate that if the 
Hunter Biden laptop story had not been quashed and Twitter had not been taken over, 
enough votes would have changed to deny the criminality of Joe Biden's tyranny.

Earlier, I caught a snippet of Gen. David Petraeus, denying Ukrainian facts on the 
ground, in a last-ditch effort to control the world, the dollar, boost arms manufacturing, 
and peddle LNG to the EU—while inflicting mass murder on the Ukrainian military.

Maybe it was Orwell who brought us the concept of 'double think' wherein 2 contra-
dictory ideas are held at the same time. Notice I say 'contradictory' and not "paradoxi-
cal'—that's because a paradox is resolvable and a contradiction is not. Slick, polished 
presentations from both Shultz and Petraeus belie any possibility of a paradox or 'dou-
ble think'. As with FDA and Pfizer bosses obfuscating facts they know to be true, these 
democrat mouthpieces know better, making what they say—repressible and evil.

I know many who are not evil—just not bright enough to get out of the way of state of 
the art propaganda. But those who do what they do and say for greed or power, and in 
that process injure and kill others, for me, are guilty of murder or attempted murder.       

Many Americans exist in 'double think'—and don't know it. Each of them is a support 
vehicle for even more insipid propaganda, purposed to deny that the US committed an 
act of terrorism and war against Germany and Russia by attacking NS2. 

Dumbing-down Americans into a hypnotic trance supports a global mission to control 
the world. For this we need an analogy. All recent administrations gave support or at 
least acquiesced to 'civil assert forfeiture', turning police into 'highwaymen', 'sticking-up' 



Americans along the roadways. The 'global parallel' for this is what we did by seizing 
Russian foreign reserves, which we did, not because we had any basis in law or justice 
but because of a hubris by which we dictate what is legal—under 'rules-based order'.

Imagine you were born in Russia and you see your countrymen's wealth being 
stolen—to be given to a Ukrainian clown. That's bad enough, but now imagine you are 
a citizen of any nation not on the 'friend's' list of the US (an ever-shorter list), and you 
hear rumors that 'forex reserves' of your nation are next. US 'safe haven' status be-
comes the last place to keep your wealth in seizable dollars or US financial instru-
ments. So what happens to more than a $1T held in the US by offshore individuals—
funds that rotate in and out of US treasuries? They are now looking for safer pastures.

'Rules-based order' like so many foreign and domestic US policies is a 'frontal as-
sault' on the Constitution—the question being whether or not we will be able to stop it? 

Tonight I'm out on the road, between Yuma and Tucson, crossing the country, sleep-
ing at Loves Truck Stops and having coffee with readers. I'm surprised at how many of 
us 'connect the dots', but are there enough of us?. Talking late with truckers, one be-
gan yelling at Tucker Carlson, reporting on a guy arrested for shooting an armed-rob-
ber (from behind), at an eatery. This guy, from Mississippi, went ballistic about taking 
the law into our own hands to save our republic—down South that guy would walk free.

These truckers pay no attention to gun laws—they carry or have one in the truck.—
they have families depending on them. Will that shooter be charged because he wasn't 
in immediate peril? In the midst of an armed robbery some prosecuting attorney (likely 
a 'blue' appointee), gets to decide who is in imminent peril? Trucker's rules: shooting a 
robber to protect oneself or others is justified—anytime—not up for discussion.  

This reminds me of Biden demeaning Americans, willing to 'stand their ground' 
against a federal government usurping their constitutional rights. Biden scoffs at that, 
countering they need F-16s to fight the government. Wasn't Biden driven from Af-
ghanistan by men in sandals? And didn't Americans take on an unjust global super-
power to become the United States? Does this 'tell' us who Biden (and the 'left'), is?

My 'Mississippian' friend's rant was full of non-sequiturs and unconnected dots, but 
unlike Biden or Obama, he is a patriot, and his deep fear for our republic is 'spot on'. 

Many, who will prove to be heroes live in 'red states'. Men and women that love their 
country and are not afraid to defend her. On a 'genetic' level they see the tactics of the  
elite, intent on greed/power, using taxpayer dollars to get 'double think' into the people.

For any involved in a 'double think' of 'mass hysteria', the 2nd Amendment is invio-
late. If you don't own a weapon, do you think enough of your nation, its founders, the 
Constitution and Bill of Rights to defend her? Without a weapon how do you propose to  
conduct your obligation to defend the 1st/2nd/4th Amendments, from criminal lunacy?

What we are living through is excessive, prejudicial support for the 'collective', 
wherein chauvinistic lies are perpetrated to extort the world into '1-world feudalism'.

Conjoined with 'identity politics', democracy is now 'mob rule'—the worst form of 
government. And, the only thing to save her is a renascence of a dormant Constitution.

Don't be fooled by the rhetoric—there are only 2 rules that apply to human conduct: 
Do what you agree to and don't aggress on anyone's person or property. That's all of it.

For those who have been asking: billholter.com is up and running. With so many 
dots needing connected, please have your friends become my subscribers. All I ask is 
that you read. Find my fiction and articles at my site: neverhadaboss.com. Thank you. 


